Frontend Developer Internship
Vertical Scale is a Berlin-based startup incubator and technology consulting company. With an international team of
developers, scientists and entrepreneurs, we support companies to apply latest technologies in Artificial Intelligence to
their operating business model. Among others, our cooperation partners include SMEs, corporates, universities and
investors.
Currently, we establish our Data Science service line which provides SaaS and other solutions in the field of Machine
Learning, Artificial Intelligence and Neural Networks. We already developed a comprehensive software package which is
ready for sale. In the next months, we are looking forward to establishing a series of business corporations.
These will be your tasks
•Developing and optimizing frontends for desktop and mobile, dashboard applications and prototypes
•Oportunities for independent suggestions and implementation of innovative ideas
•Creating recyclable code and components for sustainable use

You're offering these qualifications
•Experience with modern web technologies and techniques such as HTML5, CSS3, CSS and JavaScript (ES6)
frameworks
•Experience with responsive and mobile design, as well as cross-browser development and testing
•Create well-structered and maintainable code: abstracting and refactoring should be a passion, not a chore
•Good handling of Git as version management
•Excellent sence for user-oriented design and animations
•Communication and interpersonal skills
•Talented at visualizing data (D3, Plotly, Dash Plot)
•Project experience with Web Frameworks (Flask, Django, React, Vue)
•Experience in Webservices, Microservices and REST API's
•Experience with Templating Engine Jinja2

We're offering these benefits
•You enjoy flexible working hours from the beginning with home office option
•You work directly with the management team on upcoming challenges and projects
•You will be part of an international, young, open-minded and dynamic team
•You will grow with us and will be rewarded with stock options in case of a long-term working contract
Since we are a young company (established in 2017), we have a start-up working atmosphere. We offer infinite
opportunities for you to grow individually and collectively with us, as fits your career goals. We are looking forward to
getting to know you!

